
The specialist for inspection, cleaning and maintenance of air ducts. 

o� shore vessels



The air we breathe must be pure.
Not just, but especially indoors.
Fresh air has a major in� uence on your mood and 
concentration and not less important, it avoids health 
problems.

Therefore almost every building is equipped with a 
mechanical ventilation system.
A continuous supply of fresh air would thus be 
guaranteed. However dirt from the air ducts hinders this. 
It even causes unhealthy air.

Air ducts are a breeding ground for fungi, bacteria, 
viruses, dust mites, odors and particulates.
Your system will blow these into every connected area, if 
they are not removed regularly. 24 hours a day.

The replacement of � lters is not enough. You also need 
to have your air ducts cleaned periodically, to make 
sure that your system works best. Only than health 
problems can be prevented.

Danduct Cleaner is your specialist for clean air. Look at 
www.luchtkanaalreiniger.nl for more information about 
our unique services. Questions? Do not hesitate, just call us!

Healthy Air:
A pure necessity, but de� nitely not obvious

Many advantages,
many cost savings
Air ducts should be cleaned periodically. It is proven 
that this will result in less health problems and a higher 
productivity. You can also use your ventilation box longer 
and it optimizes the condition of your building. So you save 
costs for sickness-or absenteeism, ventilation equipment 
and building maintenance.

Common complaints because of
dirty air ducts are: 
• Dry, burning eyes
• Allergic reactions and mucosal irritations
• Headache
• Fatigue and concentration problems
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After



For whom is
Danduct Cleaner suitable?
For anyone who wants to take responsibility for clean, 
healthy functioning air conditioning systems. 

We treat channels in every type of building: 

Pharmacies, boats and cruise ships, theaters, dance 
halls, event halls, town halls, hotels, o�  ce buildings, 
barracks, laboratories, restaurants, saunas, schools, 
gyms, theaters, shopping malls, residential complexes, 
hospitals, healthcare facilities, swimming pools.

How does
Danduct Cleaner work?
Fast, clean, professional, personal and � exible:

High-tech equipment
We have equipment for each system and channel type. 
Rotating brushes, part of meters long, � exible shafts, 
work e� ortlessly through all channels.

We also use i.a. Clean Air HVAC-PHI Cells. These purify 
the air and prevent growth of mold and bacteria in 
the heat exchanger. This keeps the original air� ow 
maintained, without any loss of capacity. 

Individual report
Each duct cleaning is documented into a report, including 
the visual inspection with the mini camera. We know 
each client and property. Therefore, we provide fast and 
personal service with optimal results.

FUNGI, BACTERIA,
VIRUSES AND ODORS

You and your system.1 Getting to know

2 Camera inspection

3 Planning

4 Preparation

5 Cleaning

6 Completion

Precise diagnosis of debris 
accumulations and bottlenecks. 

In consultation with you.

I.a marking of valves control 
and closing of grids.

To brush and extract.

Operating system, any work 
traces erased.

Less worries, more quality!

Also installation companies make smart use of 
our services. We guarantee clean air ducts to 
each customer where we have supplied. Less 
worries and more quality for the installer.



www.luchtkanaalreiniger.nl

Cleaning can be done outside opening hours, but can also easily been done during o�  ce hours.

Danduct Cleaner gives you a visit when it suits you!
Please feel free to contact us for more information, advice or a quotation.

Complete & Carefree
Danduct Cleaner can also help you with:
- Inspection and reparation of ventilation
 and heat recovery units
- Replacement of any type and size of � lters
- Cleaning on a convenient contract basis

Full maintenance in good hands!

Danduct Cleaner
Hoefje 37
1733 AB Nieuwe Niedorp
The Netherlands

T 0031 0226 - 410 362
F 0031 0226 - 410 072
E info@luchtkanaalreiniger.nlContact 

us
now!

Did you know that …
… their are still many complaints about the quality of indoor air, despite excellent temperature control and 

good CO2 levels? The cause is a high concentration of air pollution.

And did you also know …
… that it is not enough to replace and check � lters and air handling units on an annual base?
 In fact, the hygiene in the ducts, is much more important for the air quality.


